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Custom Tours:
Let us help you plan your travel adventure. Exciting new Tours custom designed just for you. Individualized itineraries to where ever your time, budget and imagination leads you. Accommodation and
sightseeing to suit you and your travel companions. Perhaps you have a family vacation in mind or a
group of like minded friends interested in a special area of the world. The possibilities are endless. At
World Guided Tours our staff are happy to work with you to fulfill your dream trip of a lifetime.
.

Some exciting destinations to dream of:
AFRICA
Zambia: The South Luangwa is still a beautiful unspoilt
part of Africa Visit it now. Having been written up in
Wanderlust Magazine and Small luxury camps of the
World, it is fast becoming known for its excellent accommodation, guides, and prolific animal life. You will see
few other vehicles and have friendly people to show you
their beautiful country and all the wonderful game that
abound in
A suggested itinerary might include
Mfuwe Lodge written up in National Geographic for the
annual Elephant migration of 2 family groups of Elephants
who walk thru the lodge in search of ripe Mangos each
year. After a few nights here choose from 6 small bush
camps scattered along the Luangwa River or its tributary
the Kapamba. Each camp has only 3 or 4 rooms each so
your party of 6 to 8 could have a private Bush experience
with your own Guide and Ranger and Staff. Aside from
your private vehicle you will seldom see any other .

The Bush Camps vary from chalets to deluxe tents and are known for walking safaris. E mail or visit
their web to see pictures of each & Mfuwe Lodge and pick a couple of your
favorites or if you have the time spend 2 nights at each.
You may opt to fly on to Livingston to visit the Zambian side of the famous
Victoria Falls. There are accommodations to suit any
budget. Besides the Falls there are many leisure activities from Bungee jumping for the adventurous to visiting the Museum & craft market or enjoying a leisurely
sunset cruise on the Zambezi River.

SOUTH AFRICA

Cape Town
A perfect end to your African trip is seeing one of the most
beautiful cities in the world.
Cape Town. Accommodations are too plentiful to mention here. The coastal drive and the Wine
Country and of course Table Mountain should not be missed.
Casual to fine dining the choices are many and will suit any
budget and pallet.
Kenya
Made world famous by movies made here, the Masai Mara
never looses its appeal. Visit during the migration of the Wildebeest and Zebra.
Amboseli with “Killie” Mt. Kilimanjaro in the distance just
over the Tanzania border is magical.
Tanzania The Serengeti meaning
endless plains. Plan a mobile safari at the time the migration is
there. This will provide you with
the best spots to set up camp to
view the migration. The famous Ngorongoro Crater is a must for
first time visitors, while repeat Tanzanian visitors might like to visit
Selous the world’s largest game park or Ruaha. Both now have
small luxury camps. You are sure to be provided with fine facilities
and see great game.

SOUTH PACIFIC: Travel thru the Polynesian Triangle

Hawaii everyone’s dream vacation. Come with World Guided Tours to not only take in the
beauty of the Hawaiian Islands but learn about the culture. Visit the Hidden Hawaii to historical
and cultural and natural sights.

Visit the fabled Islands of the South Seas
Tahiti, the Marquesas, Tonga, Samoa (Autearoa) New Zealand, Rapa Nui (Easter Island)
Each place linked by history of the peoples migrating by voyaging canoes seeking new lands.
While retaining their own traditions they are all unique.
See these unique Islands via land or sea.
Fiji: some of the most beautiful
beaches, the Blue Lagoon, clear blue
waters, great surfing and its own
unique history.
The Melanesian people who settled
here are warm & friendly and will
welcome
you with
bula.

New Guinea: Take a cruise up the Sepik
River. Stopping to
visit primitive villages along the way
or you may visit the
Indonesian side and
extend to Bali for a
relaxing beach stay
in an exotic culture.

Australia: From Sydney’s beautiful harbor to the
Great Barrier Reef to the Red Center. Learn about
the Aboriginal culture. Explore this land of contrasts.

Equestrian Holidays to Africa and other worldwide destinations
Equestrian Enthusiasts might like to begin or end your African adventure with a riding Safari in
either Botswana or South Africa or Kenya the horses are well trained and to see the big game
from the back of a horse is not to be missed. Email to discuss which ride suits your riding experience. Some are great for Intermediate riders while
some due to the area you must be a strong intermediate to advanced rider.
E-mail chelise@worldguidedtours.com
for details of any area that interests you, your time
frame and budget. We will be happy to assist in
planning your dream trip.
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